Continuing the Journey toward Intentional Teaching
DELL-D Teacher Institute
June 5-6, 2009
Hawthorne Suites, Champaign

Friday p.m.

5:00  DINNER

5:30  Getting started (Amy Santos)
- Introductions and greetings: Dean Mary Kalantzis, College of Education
- Agenda, notebooks, and logistics

5:45-6:45  Where we are at the end of Year 2
- Review: Why we are doing this: Early Reading First (Jeanette McCollum)
- Results from Year 2: Reviewing the data
  - Progress in classrooms (ELLCO)
  - Progress in children
  - Follow-up - Year 1 DELL-D children in Kindergarten

6:45-7:00  BREAK and SET-UP for showcase

7:00-8:30  Teacher showcase and celebration (Amy Santos, Sandy Hufford)

Saturday a.m.

8:30-8:45  Getting started (Amy Santos)

8:45-9:45  Teaching with Intention (Lilian Katz)

9:45-10:00  BREAK

10:00-12  Marks & Meaning Pt. I: Shared Writing with Children
- What IS "writing with children?" (Susan Yorde)
- I do, we do, you do: Shared writing with children (Tweety Yates, others)
- What else can we do with shared writing? (Susan Yorde)

12-12:30  LUNCH

Saturday p.m.

12:30-2:30  Marks & Meaning Pt. II: Children’s Independent Writing
- Transition to independent writing (Susan Yorde)
- I do, we do: Supporting independent writing in children (Angel Fettig, others)
- What else can we do with independent writing? (Susan Yorde)

2:30-2:45  BREAK

2:45-3:30  Awards!!!
- Coach Awards
- CRIS Recognitions

3:30-4:00  Session Evaluation